
 

 

 All character and environmental lighting and compositing for shots shown  
 

 Worked with CG supervisors, production designer, art director, and VFX supervisor to achieve the 
correct look 
 

 Worked on a lighting team under a supervisor in charge of select sequences in the film 
 

 Created with proprietary lighting and rendering software 
 

 Composited in Nuke 
 

 Matte painting and FX integration 
 

 Rotoscoping and matte creation 
 

 Responsible for creating DI Mattes for all shots in the given sequences 
 

 Tweaks and corrections done for 3D (Stereo) version of the shots 
 

 Per shot challenges and special treatments listed next to shot below 

 

     - The shadows the character is flying through are faked in Nuke with  
rotoscoping 

     - Arrow glint and Monkey’s shadow onto matte painting done in Nuke 

-  Light bloom and balancing in Nuke 

  - Fur, skin, and eye white balancing in Nuke 



    - Fur balancing and light vignetting in Nuke 

    - Green eye glint effect produced inside Nuke 
 

    - Jade characters required special treatment to get correct look

    - Contact shadow errors corrected in Nuke 
 

    - Light bounce onto character created through AOVs in Nuke 

    - FX water and steam integration 

    - Eye specs done in Nuke 
 

    - Special treatment was done for the black panda fur within the lighting  
       rig to get it to read well 

 All character and environmental lighting and compositing for shots shown  
 

 Worked with CG supervisors, production designer, art director, and VFX supervisor to achieve the 
correct look 

 

 Worked on a lighting team under a supervisor in charge of select sequences in the film 
 

 Created with proprietary lighting and rendering software 
 

 Composited in Nuke 
 

 Matte painting and FX integration 
 

 Rotoscoping and matte creation 
 

 Responsible for creating DI Mattes for all shots in the given sequences 
 

 Tweaks and corrections done for 3D (Stereo) version of the shots 
 

 Per shot challenges and special treatments listed next to shot below 



  - Color adjustments to character in Nuke to get the right look 

    -  Worked off of lighting key artwork from Art Director 
 

    -  Did lighting for all characters within the picture frame as well as  
        the shot itself 
 

    -  Worked with surfacing to optimize the ground fur rendering 

    - Setup lighting for this angle then propagated the light rig to other  
       same-as shots 

      - Worked with matte painting to get layers for character integration 
 

      - Character shadows onto matte painting done in Nuke 
 

      - Worked off of lighting key artwork from Art Director

      - A-Side of transition shot 
 

      - Worked with surfacing for ground fur render optimization 
 

      - Camera motion blur for transition done in Nuke

  - B-Side of transition shot 
 

     - Character shadows and firelight glow onto matte painting done in   
        Nuke 
 

     - Worked off of lighting key artwork from Art Director

       -  Lighting and Surfacing Lead 

       - Created Environment and Character lighting rigs which were   
          used in all shots 
 

       - Created telescope shader 
 

       - Created in Maya/Renderman/Slim 
 

       - Composited in Houdini


